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After being court-martialed by the Space Legion for ordering the strafing of a treaty-signing
ceremony, multimillionaire Willard Phule receives his punishment: He must command the misfit
Omega Company on Haskin’s Planet, a mining settlement on the edge of settled space. At his
duty station, he leverages his personal money and a knack for managing people to get the
company to come together as a unit.Phule convinces the governor to leave the contract for an
honorary duty up for competition between the Space Legionnaires and the Regular Army. The
Army sends some of their most elite troops to take part in the competition, but Phule’s company
operates with their own unique tactics….

From Publishers WeeklyBehind the puerile punning names and extraterrestrial setting stands a
modest, winning story about a commander who builds a company of misfits, rejects and even a
few aliens into a disciplined military outfit. Tricked into taking on the worst detachment in a far
outpost of the Space Legion, Captain Willard Phule uses every resource in his control,
particularly his immense wealth and his knowledge of how to motivate and lead people, to whip
his skeptical crew of strays into shape and make them feel that they have, at last, found a home.
This lighthearted tale is part science fiction, part spoof, part heart-warmer, its farcical elements
pitted against the proper, stuffy voice of Phule's butler, Beeker, whose wry commentary
precedes each section of narrative. Phule rings true as an astute entrepreneur of the human
(and nonhuman) spirit. The psychological acumen that colors Asprin's characterizations, Phule
in particular, gives the book the verisimilitude that is the essence of successful science fiction.
Asprin wrote the Myth series.Copyright 1990 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers
to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorRobert Asprin (1946-2008) was an American science
fiction and fantasy author, best known for his Myth-Adventures and Phules Company series. As
an active fan of the genres, he was a member of the Society for Creative Anachronism, a
cofounder of the Great Dark Horde, and founder of the Dorsai Irregulars. He was nominated for
the Hugo Award for Best Dramatic Presentation for The Capture in 1976. Asprin died in 2008 at
the age of sixty-one, having published over fifty novels and several short stories.--This text refers
to the audioCD edition.
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Book DescriptionThey’re a handful of military rejects, led by the biggest fool of them all—Captain
Willard Phule.Threatened by an alien enemy, Earth’s military has decided to send Phule and his
misfit soldiers to a distant planet—where they can’t get into any trouble.But now the aliens have
chosen a new target of war.Guess who … Phule’s Company.Kindle Edition – 2016WordFire
Presswordfirepress.comCopyright © 1990 by Robert AsprinOriginally published by Ace Books
July 1990All rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced or transmitted in any form
or by any electronic or mechanical means, including photocopying, recording or by any
information storage and retrieval system, without the express written permission of the copyright
holder, except where permitted by law. This novel is a work of fiction. Names, characters, places
and incidents are either the product of the author’s imagination, or, if real, used fictitiously.This
book is licensed for your personal enjoyment only. This ebook may not be re-sold or given away
to other people. If you would like to share this book with another person, please purchase an
additional copy for each recipient. Thank you for respecting the hard work of this author.Cover
painting by Jeff HerndonCover design by Janet McDonaldKevin J. Anderson, Art DirectorBook
Design by RuneWright, LLCwww.RuneWright.comKevin J. Anderson & Rebecca Moesta,
PublishersPublished byWordFire Press, an imprint ofWordFire, Inc.PO Box 1840Monument, CO
80132ContentsBook DescriptionIntroductionChapter OneChapter TwoChapter ThreeChapter
FourChapter FiveChapter SixChapter SevenChapter EightChapter NineChapter TenChapter
ElevenChapter TwelveChapter ThirteenChapter FourteenChapter FifteenChapter
SixteenChapter SeventeenChapter EighteenAbout the AuthorIf You Liked …Other WordFire
Press Titles by Robert AsprinIntroductionJournal File #001It has been said that every great man
deserves a biographer. I have therefore taken it upon myself to keep a private record of my
employer’s activities during his career in the Space Legion. If there are those who would,
perhaps, contest his qualifications as a great man, I would answer that he is the closest thing to
a great man that it has been my privilege to associate with on close enough terms to keep such
a journal. I would further point out that, in certain circles, Genghis Kahn and Geronimo are
considered to be great men.To introduce myself, I am a gentleman’s gentleman, or what would
be referred to in military circles as a batman. (For the less literate-minded, I would ask that you
refrain from associating that label with any comic book character you might be familiar with. I
have always felt that capes were an unnecessary fashion statement and have endeavored to
discourage my employers from resorting to such tacky, attention-seeking ploys.) I am called
Beeker, and neither require nor seek additional titles of address.Although I was with my
employer since the time of his enlistment and before, I feel that the truly noteworthy portion of his
career began at his court-martial. To be specific, at his first court-martial.* * *The waiting room
had the kind of decor one would expect of the green room of a down-at-the-heels acting troupe.
Two ancient sofas of indeterminate color were sagging against opposite walls, surrounded by an
assortment of folding and wooden chairs that would have been cheap if new, and the magazines



strewn on the only table would have made an archaeologist sit up and take notice.Two men
shared the space, more at home with each other than with their surroundings. One was a chunky
individual of medium height, decked out in impeccable but conservative civilian clothes, or
civvies, as they were known in these quarters. His ruddy face had the bland expression of one
used to waiting as he dominated one sofa, idly staring at the pocket microcomputer in his lap
and steadfastly ignoring his companion.The other occupant was anything but calm in
appearance or manner. Whiplash lean, he seemed to radiate barely suppressed energy as he
paced the room’s confines. If tigers stood vigil in maternity waiting rooms while awaiting delivery
of their young, there would be little difference between their display of anxiety and that shown by
the young man’s nervous prowling. Perhaps panthers would be a better comparison, as his
uniform was the midnight black of the Space Legion—a color chosen not for its aesthetic or
camouflage value as much as the fact the dye could hide the origins of any military surplus
uniform bought in lots by the budget-strapped Legion. Not that he was wearing a standard-issue
uniform, mind you. His collar pips marked him as a lieutenant, and like most officers he had his
uniforms tailor-made, taking full advantage of the Legion’s lack of uniformity among their
uniforms. The quality of the fabric and workmanship in his garment was several notches above
normal, though he had deliberately chosen one of a more somber cut for this occasion.“For
cryin’ out loud, how long does it take them?”The question burst almost unbidden from the
lieutenant’s lips as he began his fiftieth circuit of the room.The man on the sofa didn’t even
glance up.“It’s really not my place to say, sir.”It was the first response to any of his muttering, and
the lieutenant seized on the words as a focus for his irritation.“Don’t give me that ‘subservient
butler’ guff, Beeker! Since when have you ever not had an opinion on something or been
hesitant to share it with me … asked or not?”Beeker’s gaze shifted from his reading to the
lieutenant.“Well, actually you’ve been a bit more close-minded than usual since you joined the
Space Legion, sir … or rather since you made up your mind to join. In this specific case,
however, I was under the impression that what you voiced was a rhetorical question.”“It was …
but answer it, anyway. Come on, Beeker. Talk to me.”With careful deliberation, the butler set his
reader aside.“Certainly, sir. Could you repeat the question?”“What do you think’s taking them so
long?” the lieutenant said, resuming his prowling, but more slowly now that he was verbalizing
his thoughts. “I mean, I did plead guilty.”“Forgive me for belaboring the obvious,” Beeker said,
“but if the question of guilt has been settled, then what remains is the sentencing. It would seem
the court is having some difficulty in deciding precisely what punishment is correct for your
offense.”“Well, what’s so hard about that? I made a mistake. Fine. I’m sure other Legionnaires
have made mistakes before.”“True,” the butler said. “However, I’m not sure how many others have
duplicated the exact nature and magnitude of your indiscretion. I’m certain that if anyone else
had strafed the ceremonial signing of a peace treaty, I would have noted it in the media
releases … sir.”The lieutenant grimaced at the memory.“I didn’t know what was going on at the
time. Our communications gear was on the fritz, so we never got the cease-fire order. Besides,
we’d been ordered to maintain com silence.”Beeker nodded patiently. He had heard all this



before, but understood the lieutenant’s need to go over it again.“As I understand it, you were
ordered to stand silent picket duty … to note and report any ship movement off-planet. Period.
There was no authorization for an individual ship to make a strafing run.”“I wasn’t ordered not to!
Battle usually goes to the side that seizes initiative when opportunity presents itself.”Beeker
raised his eyebrows expressively.“Battle? I thought there was no resistance.”“That’s why I made
my move. Our instruments showed that they had dropped their defense net, so I thought if I
moved quick we could scare them with a little demonstration of firepower and bring this whole
revolt to an early close.”“It was already over,” Beeker pointed out dryly. “That’s why they dropped
their defense net.”“But I didn’t know that! I just saw the net go down and—”“And talked the hot-
shot pilot on duty into going in on a strafing run. All in the time it took the ship’s captain to go to
the john.”“It was a simple case of bad communications,” the lieutenant grumbled, avoiding his
comrade’s eyes. “How mad can they be? We deliberately aimed at property and not people, so
no one got hurt.”Beeker stared innocently at the ceiling.“I’m told the property damage was in
excess of ten million credits …”“Hey. I told them I’d …”“… and that you shot their flag to shreds
while it was flying over the ceremony …”“Well, it was …”“… and of course, shooting up the
ambassador’s private space yacht was unwise at best. That’s our ambassador …”“They didn’t
have their ID beacon on!”“Possibly because there was a cease-fire on.”“But … Oh, damn it all,
anyway!”The lieutenant ceased his struggles and his pacing and sank wearily into the couch
opposite Beeker.“What do you think they’ll do to me, Beek?”“At the risk of sounding disloyal sir,”
the butler said, picking up his reader again, “I frankly don’t envy them that decision.”* * *As the
court-martial involved a junior officer, Legion rules only required three officers to try the case. An
air of discomfort seemed to hang over the deliberations, however, mostly due to the senior
officer present.It was said that everyone in the Legion had three names: the one he was born
with, the one he chose when he joined the Legion, and the one he deserved. Though the
records showed the second, most were known by the third, the nickname they acquired through
their personality and actions while enlisted, though few officers formally acknowledged what the
lower ranks called them.Colonel Battleax was one of those rare cases where her chosen name
and nickname were in accord. She was a drab, horse-faced woman with piercing eyes that left
respect, caution, and no small amount of fear in their wake, and the prim no-nonsense cut of her
uniform added an implied note of disapproval for those Legionnaires who favored a more
flamboyant style in their wardrobes. There was a stern air about her that could only be called
intimidating and did little to set people at their ease when in contact with her, much less the
focus of her attention. The overall effect was that one was being taken to task by one’s aging
mother, except that in this case the party sitting in judgment could not only heap guilt on one’s
head but also scuttle a career with a raised eyebrow and a terse notation on one’s personnel
file.This alone would have caused discomfort in the other two officers of the court … but there
was more. The colonel had arrived unannounced from Legion Headquarters specifically to
preside over the court-martial, and while she did her best to pass it off as a routine visit, simple
logistics dictated that she would have had to be dispatched within hours of receipt of the



notification to have arrived as soon as she did. The implications of this were clear: Headquarters
had a special interest in this case and wanted to be sure of its outcome. The problem was that
neither of the other two officers had a clue as to what was expected. While their best guess was
that the lieutenant was to be made an example of, they chose by unspoken agreement to
proceed cautiously, playing good guy/bad guy while waiting for some clue from the court
president. After an hour of this, however, the colonel had yet to give any indication as to which
way she was leaning, contenting herself to listening intently as the other two “argued.”“Do you
want to review the court recordings again?”“What for? They haven’t changed!” Major Joshua
snarled. Olive-complexioned and naturally hyper and intense, he had easily assumed the bad-
guy role. At this point, however, he was tiring of the game and eager to bring things to a head. “I
don’t know why we’re still debating this! The man’s guilty as sin—hell, he even admits it! If we
don’t come down hard on him, it’ll look like we’re condoning what he did.”“Look, Josh—I mean,
Major—there were extenuating circumstances involved.”The rotund Captain Humpty had no
difficulty playing the good-guy devil’s advocate. It was his habit to champion the underdog,
though this case was trying even his generous tolerances. Still, he rose gamely to the
challenge.“We keep saying we want our junior officers to show initiative and leadership. If we
slap them down every time they try something that doesn’t work, then pretty soon no one will
have the courage to do anything that isn’t under orders and by the book.”The major snorted in
disbelief. “Incentive! Bloodthirsty opportunism is more like it—at least, that’s what the media
called it, if I remember correctly.”“Are we letting the media set our discipline these days?”“Well,
no,” Joshua admitted. “But we can’t completely ignore our public image, either. The Legion is
already considered to be the bottom of the heap. It’s disasters like this that have everyone
thinking we’re a haven for criminals and losers.”“If they want Boy Scouts, there’s always the
Regular Army, not to mention the starfleet,” said the Captain dryly. “The Legion has never been a
home for angels, including, I’ll wager, all of us in this room. We’re supposed to be judging this
man’s questionable action, not trying to salvage the Legion’s reputation.”“All right. Let’s look at
his action. I still don’t see any redeeming factors in what he did.”“He inspired one of those
Dudley-Do-Right pilots you’re so envious of to make an unauthorized strafing run. I know
commanders who haven’t been able to get that kind of cross-service support even when the
pilots were under orders to cooperate. Do you think it’s wise to squelch that kind of leadership
potential?”“That depends on if you’re differentiating between ‘leadership’ and an ability to incite
disobedience. What your young lieutenant really needs is a couple years in the stockade to calm
him down. Then maybe he’ll think twice before he goes charging off half-cocked.”“I don’t think
we want to do that.”Both men broke off their argument and turned their attention to the colonel,
who had finally entered into the discussion.“While you have made several valid points, Major,
and your proposed sentence would be in line with those points, there are certain … factors to be
considered here which you are not aware of.”She paused, as if weighing each word for
correctness, while the other officers waited patiently.“I am extremely reluctant to bring this up—
in fact, I rather hoped it wouldn’t be necessary. As you know, each Legionnaire starts with a



clean slate when he or she joins up. We aren’t supposed to be biased by, or even be aware of,
their personal history prior to their enlistment. To maintain that illusion, I’ll have to ask that not
only what I tell you be kept in strictest confidence, but also the fact that you were told anything at
all.”She waited until both men had nodded their agreement before continuing, and even then
seemed reluctant to speak directly.“It goes without saying that the lieutenant comes from money.
If he didn’t, he wouldn’t be an officer.”The others waited patiently for information that was news. It
was known that the Legion raised money by selling commissions … or rather by charging hefty
fees to anyone who wanted to test for one.“I did notice that he has his own butler,” the captain
said, trying to be amiable. “A bit pretentious, perhaps, but nothing the rest of us couldn’t afford if
we were so inclined.”The colonel ignored him.“The truth is … have either of you considered the
significance of the lieutenant’s choice of a name?”“Scaramouche?” Major Joshua said with a
frown. “Aside from the obvious reference to the character from the novel, I hadn’t given it much
thought.”“I assumed it was because he fancied himself to be a swordsman,” the captain put in,
not to be outdone by his colleague.“Before the novel. Perhaps I should say that the real origin of
the name and title is a stock character from Italian comedy—a buffoon or a fool.”The men
scowled and exchanged covert glances.“I don’t get it,” the major admitted at last. “What has that
got to do with—”“Try spelling ‘fool’ with a ‘ph’ … as in p-h-u-l-e.”“I still don’t—”The colonel sighed
and held up a restraining hand.“Take a moment and study your sidearm, Major,” she
said.Puzzled, the officer drew his pistol and glanced at it, turning it over in his hand. As he did, a
sharp intake of breath drew his attention and he realized that the captain had successfully put
together whatever it was that the colonel was driving at. “You mean …?”“That’s right, Captain.”
The court president nodded grimly. “Your Lieutenant Scaramouche is none other than the only
son and heir apparent to the current owner and president of Phule-Proof Munitions.”Stunned, the
major gaped at the pistol in his hand which bore the Phule-Proof logo. If the colonel was correct,
then the lieutenant he had been about to throw the book at was one of the youngest
megamillionaires in the galaxy.“But then why would he join …?”The words froze in the major’s
throat as he barely caught himself on the brink of the worst social gaff a Legionnaire can commit.
Suddenly uncomfortable, he turned the pistol over in his hands again to avoid the icy stares of
the other officers. While it was a definite breach of regulations for the colonel to reveal the
lieutenant’s personal background, the one question no one was ever allowed to ask of or about
any Legionnaire was “Why did he or she join?”After an awkward few moments had passed, the
colonel resumed the discussion.“Now, what we need to consider before reaching our verdict is
not only that Phule-Proof Munitions is the largest arms manufacturer and distributor in the
galaxy, not to mention the current supplier of arms and munitions for the Space Legion, but also
that it is the largest single employer of Legionnaires who quit or retire. I think we have to ask
ourselves whether the lieutenant’s offense was so great that it’s worth jeopardizing the
relationship between the Legion and its main supplier, not to mention our individual
careers.”“Excuse me, Colonel, but didn’t I read somewhere that the lieutenant and his father
were on the outs?”Colonel Battleax fixed the captain with her coldest stare. “Possibly. Still, family



is family, and I’m not sure I’d want to bet on how the father would react if we threw his only son
into the stockade for a few years. Then, too, assuming the lieutenant eventually inherits the
company, I wouldn’t relish going to him for a job when I retired … not if I was one of the ones who
sentenced him to jail.”“It would be a lot easier if he just resigned,” Major Joshua muttered darkly
as he mulled over this new development.“True,” the colonel said, unruffled. “But he didn’t … and
you know Legion regulations as well as I do. We can level any kind of punishment we want on a
Legionnaire, but we can’t drum them out of the service. He can resign, but we can’t force him to
quit.”“Maybe if the sentence was rough enough, he’d resign rather than accept it,” Captain
Humpty suggested hopefully.“Perhaps, but I wouldn’t count on it. I, for one, don’t like to bluff if I’m
not willing to live with the consequences if it’s called.”“Well, we’ve got to do something to him,”
the major said. “After all the coverage he’s gotten from the media, we’d look silly if we didn’t
make an example of him.”“Perhaps.” The colonel smiled tightly.Major Joshua scowled. “What do
you mean by that … sir?”“I mean it wouldn’t be the first time a Legionnaire has been renamed to
keep the media hounds off his track.”“You aren’t seriously suggesting that we let him off scot-
free, are you?” the captain broke in. “After what he’s done? I don’t favor ignoring—”“I wasn’t
suggesting we let the lieutenant escape unscathed,” Colonel Battleax interrupted hastily. “I
merely think that in this particular situation, it might be wisest if we considered some alternatives
to confinement in the stockade for punishment. Perhaps we could find a new assignment for our
misfit … a tour sufficiently unpleasant that it would leave no doubt in his or anyone else’s mind
as to the opinion this court has of his little Wild West show.”The officers lapsed into silence then,
as they searched their minds of a posting that would fill their needs.“If he were a captain,” the
major said to himself, breaking the silence, “we could ship him off to the Omega crew.”“What
was that, Major?” The colonel’s voice was suddenly sharp.Joshua blinked as if waking from a
dream, jolted into remembering that the court president was from Headquarters.“I … Nothing,
sir. Just thinking out loud.”“Did I hear you say something about an Omega Company?”“Sir?”“Do
you know anything about this, Captain?”“About what, sir?” Captain Humpty said, mentally
cursing the major’s loose tongue.The colonel swept both men with an icy glare before speaking
again.“Gentlemen, let me remind you that I’ve been in the Legion twice as long as either of you.
I’m neither blind nor stupid, and I’ll thank you not to treat me as if I were.”The other two court
members squirmed uncomfortably, like schoolboys in a principal’s office, as she continued.“The
Space Legion is smaller and less glamorous than the Regular Army, more like security guards
than an actual fighting force. We don’t enjoy the advantage they have of fielding units made up
entirely of soldiers from one planet, hence our policy of accepting all applicants, no questions
asked.“Now, I know this policy has always caused problems for field officers such as yourselves.
Despite our loose discipline and regulations, there are always those who don’t fit neatly into
military life—misfits or losers, depending on how polite you want to be when describing them. I’m
also aware that, in direct disregard for standing orders regarding the treatment of Legionnaires,
from time to time there develops an Omega Company—a dumping ground for problem cases
that field officers are too busy or lazy to deal with. They are usually broken up as soon as they



are discovered by Headquarters, but they continue to pop up, and when they do, the word gets
passed quietly through the Legion until someone inadvertently leaks the information to
Headquarters, and then the game starts all over again.”Her forefinger began to tap impatiently
on the table.“I’m am aware of all this, gentlemen, and now I’m asking you bluntly: Is there an
Omega Company currently operating in the Legion?”Confronted by the direct question, the other
officers had little choice but to respond, and respond truthfully. Honesty was a primary
requirement within the Legion (it didn’t matter much what you told outsiders, but you weren’t
supposed to lie to your own), and while field officers were masters of half-truths and omissions,
this particular approach left little maneuvering room … which was why the colonel used
it.“Ummm …” Major Humpty fumbled, searching for words to sugarcoat the confession. “There is
a company that seems to be drawing more than its share of … Legionnaires who are having
difficulty adjusting to life within—”“Losers and problem cases,” the colonel cut in. “Let’s call a
spade a spade, Major. Where is it?”“Haskin’s Planet, sir.”“Haskin’s Planet?” The Battleax
scowled. “I don’t believe I’m familiar with that one.”“It’s named after the biologist who explored
the swamp there prior to settlement,” Captain Joshua supplied helpfully.“Oh yes. The contract
with the swamp miners. So that’s the current dumping ground, eh?”Humpty nodded curtly,
relieved that the senior officer seemed to be taking the news so calmly.“The CO … the
commanding officer there has been consistently … lax in screening his transfers …”“And in
everything else, as I recall,” the colonel added grimly. “Lax … I like that. There may be a future for
you in media relations, Major. Please continue.”“Actually the situation may correct itself without
Headquarters intervening,” the captain said, hoping to evade the stigma of having betrayed their
fellow officers to Headquarters. “Scuttlebutt has it that the CO’s tour is over soon, and no one
expects him to reenlist. A new CO will probably put a stop to things out of self-
preservation.”“Maybe … maybe not.”“If you’re worried about reallocating the … problem cases,”
the major put in hastily, “I’m sure normal attrition will—”“I was thinking about our problem of
sentencing Lieutenant Scaramouche,” the colonel interrupted dryly. “If you’ll recall, that is the
subject of our discussion.”“Yes … of course.” Humpty was relieved but surprised at the apparent
change in subject.“What I was about to say,” Battleax continued, “was that in light of this new
information, I think Major Humpty’s earlier suggestion has a certain degree of merit to it.”It took
the other officers a moment to follow her train of thought. When they did, they were
understandably taken aback.“What? You mean transfer him to the Omegas?” Captain Joshua
said.“Why not? As I just pointed out, Omega Companies are a fact of life in the Legion. While
Headquarters generally disbands them as being too easy a solution for our problems, at times
they have their purposes … and it seems to me this is one of those times.”She leaned forward,
her eyes bright.“Think about it, gentlemen. An unpleasant, no-win assignment may be just
what’s needed to convince our young lieutenant to resign. If not, he’s conveniently out of the way
and in no position to cause us further embarrassment. The beauty of it is that no one, including
his father and the lieutenant himself, can accuse us of not giving him a chance at
redemption.”“But the only officer’s post available there is—or will be—the CO slot,” the major



protested, “and that position calls for at least a captain. That’s what I was saying when—”“So
promote him.”“Promote him?” the captain said, painfully aware they were talking about a rank
equal to his own. “We’re going to reward him for fouling up? That doesn’t seem right.”“Captain,
would you consider it a reward to be placed in command of an Omega Company … even if there
was a promotion attached?”Joshua made no effort to hide his grimace.“I see your point,” he
conceded, “but will the lieutenant realize he’s being punished? I mean, he’s new to the Legion.
He may not even know what an Omega Company is.”“If not, he’ll learn,” the colonel said grimly.
“Well, gentlemen? Are we in agreement?”* * *With this decision, made out of desperation, a new
chapter was begun in the Space Legion’s already spotty history. Without knowing it, the court
officers had just provided a head, not to mention a soul and spirit, to the group that was to
become known as the Omega Mob, or, as the media liked to call them, Phule’s
Company.Chapter OneJournal File #004*Some have commented that the executive mind tends
to expand work to fill, or overfill, available time. While I will not attempt to comment on the overall
accuracy of this statement, it was certainly the case during our preparations prior to departure
for my employer’s new assignment.For my employer, this meant countless shopping expeditions,
both in person and by computer. As you will note in these chronicles, unlike many of his financial
level, he was never reluctant to part with his money. In fact, when confronted by a choice of two
items, he seemed to invariably solve the dilemma by simply purchasing both—a habit I found
less than endearing as I was the one required to store and track these acquisitions.Of course,
his pursuit of equipment and wardrobe meant that other important chores tended to be
neglected … such as conducting research on the situation which we had been thrust into. As is
so often the case, I felt compelled to step into this void rather than allow my employer to begin
this new endeavor without proper preparation.* * *The Port-A-Brain computer system was
designed to be the ultimate in pocket computers. Its main strength was that it enabled the user to
tap into nearly any data base or library in the settled worlds, or place an order with most
businesses above a one-store retail level, or communicate directly with or leave messages for
anyone or any business which utilized any form of computerized telecommunications, all without
so much as plugging into a wall outlet or tapping into a phone line. What’s more, the unit,
complete with folding screen, was no larger than a paperback book. In short, it was a triumph of
high-tech microcircuitry … but there was a small problem. Each unit cost as much as a small
corporation, placing it well out of the financial reach of the individual and all but the most
extravagant conglomerate executive officers; and even those who could afford one usually
contented themselves to use the cheaper modes of data access, particularly since their job
positions were lofty enough to allow them to delegate such menial tasks as research and
communications to lower echelon staffers. As such, there were fewer than a dozen Port-A-Brain
units in actual use in the entire galaxy. Willard Phule had two: one for himself and one for his
butler. He reasoned the expense was worth avoiding the inconvenience of waiting in line for a
pay terminal.Camped in one of the spaceport’s numerous snack bars, he had been putting his
personal unit to good use for the last several hours, tirelessly tapping in message after message



in his clawlike two-fingered style. Finally he signed off with a flourish and replaced the computer
in his pocket.“Well, that’s all I can think of for now, Beek,” he declared, stretching mightily. “The
rest can hold until we’ve had a chance to look over our new home.”“Nice of you to curb your
enthusiasm, sir,” the butler said dryly. “It may enable us to be on time for our transport.”“Don’t
worry about it.” Phule started to finish his cardboard cup of coffee, then set it aside with a
grimace when he realized any trace of heat in the liquid had long since fled. Some things
remained untouched by technological advances. “It’s not like we’re taking a commercial flight.
This ship has been hired specifically to transport us to Haskin’s Planet. I doubt it’ll leave without
us if we’re a few minutes late.”“I wish I shared your confidence, sir. More likely the pilot will cancel
the flight completely and make do with half payment for a no-show.”Phule cocked his head
quizzically at his companion.“You’re certainly a Gloomy Gus today, Beeker. In fact, you’ve been
more than a bit dour ever since the court-martial. Anything in particular bothering you?”The
butler shrugged. “Let’s just say I don’t have the greatest faith in the generosity of the Legion,
sir.”“For example?”“Well, for one thing, there’s this chartered flight. Considering the tight-fisted
nature of the Legion, I find it a bit out of character for them to allow the added expense of a
private ship rather than using normal commercial transport.”“That’s easy.” Phule laughed. “The
commercial lines only fly to Haskin’s Planet once every three months.”“Exactly.” Beeker nodded
grimly. “Has it occurred to you that this new assignment is more than a bit away from the
mainstream of activity?”“Beeker, are you trying to say you suspect that my promotion and
subsequent assignment are something less than a reward?”There was an edge on his
employer’s voice that made the butler hesitate before answering. While normally pleasant
enough to deal with, Phule also had a temper that ran to icy exactness rather than blind rage,
and Beeker had no wish to become the focus of it. Still, there had always been an unspoken
agreement of total honesty between them, so he summoned his courage and plunged
onward.“Let’s just say I find the timing of both to be … questionable, considering the fact that you
were being court-martialed at the time. If nothing else, their insistence that you change your
Legion name would seem to indicate there’s more to the matter than meets the eye.”“I’m afraid I’ll
have to disagree,” Phule said coldly, then flashed one of his sudden grins. “I don’t think there’s
any question at all. The whole thing stinks on ice. Whatever I’m headed into, it’s a cinch I’m not
supposed to enjoy it.”Beeker experienced a quick wave of relief.“Forgive me, sir. I should have
realized you couldn’t be totally unaware of the situation. It’s just that you seem abnormally
cheerful for someone who knows he’s being, as they say, set up.”“Why shouldn’t I be?” Phule
shrugged. “Think about it, Beek. Whatever’s waiting for us on Haskin’s has got to be better than
rotting in a stockade for a couple years. Besides, I’ve always wanted to command a company.
That’s why I went for officer status in the first place.”“I’m not sure it’s safe to assume this
assignment is preferable to a stockade,” the butler cautioned carefully.“Oh?” The reply was
accompanied by a raised eyebrow. “Is there something in the company’s personnel records I
won’t like?”“I am virtually certain of it, sir.” Beeker smiled tightly. “I’ve taken the liberty of loading
them into your personal computer files so you can review them without having to deal with hard



copy. I know you’ve never mastered traveling light.”He gave a slight jerk of his head toward the
porters standing by their luggage.“Whoops! That’s right. We’ve got a flight to catch.”Phule
surged to his feet and gestured to the waiting baggage handlers.“Follow me, men. Time and
spaceflights wait for no one. C’mon, Beeker. Let’s roll.”* * *“Captain Jester?”It took Phule a
moment to recognize his new name and rank.“That’s right,” he acknowledged hastily. “Are we
about ready to depart?”“Yes, sir. As soon as you … What’s that!?”The pilot had spotted the
caravan of porters wheeling three cart loads of baggage with them.“Hmm? Oh, that’s just my
personal luggage. If you’ll show them where to stow it, they’ll take care of the loading.”“Hey, wait
a second! All weight for a flight has to be cleared in advance. You can’t just waltz up here at the
last minute with a load like that and expect me to let you on board with it!”Inwardly Phule sighed.
He had been afraid something like this would happen. Though under contract to the Legion, on
board ship the pilot had ultimate authority. Like many minor bureaucrats, this gave him an
exaggerated opinion of his power. Fortunately, Phule had been raised on bureaucratic
infighting.“Look … Captain, is it? Yes. If you’ll check your manifest, you’ll notice that the cargo
that’s been loaded so far is lighter than the weight you were contracted to transport—
substantially lighter. My baggage is the balance of that weight. While it’s more than is normally
allotted to military personnel, I’ve paid for the extra poundage out of my own pocket, and am
therefore understandably reluctant to leave it behind.”The pilot had indeed noticed that the
loaded cargo was light, but had figured it for an oversight, mentally licking his lips over the extra
profit from saved fuel. Now he saw that extra profit slipping away.“Wellll … if you’re sure all that
stuff is still within the paid-for poundage. Just don’t expect me to load it for you.”“Certainly not,”
Phule soothed. “Now if you’ll direct the porters, they’ll take care of everything.”Beeker hefted the
two suitcases that contained their necessities for the trip and started up the gangplank.“I’ll go
ahead and start unpacking, sir,” he called back over his shoulder.“Now, who’s that!?” the pilot
snarled.“That’s Beeker. He’s my butler and traveling companion.”“You mean he’s coming with
us? No way! The Legion hired me to transport one—count it, one—person and you’re it!”“Not
surprising, as Mr. Beeker is not enlisted in the Legion. He’s attached to me personally.”“Fine.
That means he’s not going.”Phule studied his fingernails.“Actually, if you care to check the
weights, you’ll find that the extra poundage I purchased includes allowance for Beeker.”“Oh
yeah? Well, there’s a big difference between baggage and transporting a person.”The
Legionnaire was studying the ship.“That’s a Cosmos 1427, isn’t it, Captain? I believe it sleeps six
comfortably. Realizing this is a charter flight and there are no other passengers, I’m sure we can
find room for Beeker somewhere.”“That’s not the point,” the pilot insisted. “It takes paperwork and
clearances to transport a person to another planet. I got no orders for this Beeker guy.”“As a
matter of fact,” Phule said, reaching into his jacket pocket, “I have the necessary paper right
here.”“You do?”“Certainly. I couldn’t expect you to break regulations on my say-so, could I?”He
dropped something onto the pilot’s clipboard.“Hey! This isn’t …”“Study it carefully, Captain. I’m
sure you’ll see that everything’s in order.”The pilot stared in silence, which wasn’t surprising. In
fact, Phule found it was the usual reaction of laymen when suddenly confronted with a thousand-



credit note.“I … guess this will cover the necessary clearances,” the pilot said slowly, unable to
take his eyes from the money.“Good.” Phule nodded. “Now, if you’ll just show the porters where
to stow my luggage, we can be under way.”Journal File #007In reviewing my entries so far, I
notice that the comments regarding my employer’s preparations for his new assignment seem
less than complimentary. Please realize that we are two separate people with different modes of
setting priorities. While we more than occasionally disagree, my noting of those differences is
not intended as criticism, but rather an effort for completeness. The fact that I am the one
keeping this record gives me a certain advantage in stating my opinions and preferences, and
while I shall endeavor to keep my observations as impartial as possible, there is an
understandable slanting where my own role in the proceedings is concerned. I trust you will take
that into account in your readings.In actuality, my employer is far more extensive in his research
than I—once he gets around to it. My earlier concern was whether he would get around to it in
time for it to be useful upon assuming command, and acting on that concern had prepared
myself to be able to give him at least a basic briefing should time run out. As it turned out, the
flight allowed more than ample time for him to complete his preparations.Speaking of time, you
may have noticed that I am merely keeping this journal in sequential sequence, occasionally
noting the lapse of time between entries. Dates and times tend to become meaningless to
travelers … particularly when one travels between planets or solar systems. For specific
reference points to your local timeline, simply check in your local library for media coverage of
the various events I record.* * *Glancing up from his lap computer, Phule noticed that Beeker
had apparently fallen asleep in the cabin chair. In many ways, this wasn’t surprising. There was a
sense of timelessness to space travel … days and nights being defined by when you turned the
lights on or off. For Phule, this was ideal, as it allowed him to set his own work schedule, pausing
only occasionally for a meal or a nap. Beeker, however, was less flexible in his need for regular
sleep patterns, so it was not unusual that the two men often found themselves on different
cycles. Normally this was no problem. At the moment, however, Phule found that he wanted to
talk.After struggling with his conscience for several moments, he decided on a
compromise.“Beeker?” he said as softly as he could.If the butler was really asleep, the words
would go unnoticed. To Phule’s relief, however, Beeker’s eyes flew open in immediate
response.“Yes, sir?”“Did I wake you?”“No, sir. Just resting my eyes for a moment. May I be of
assistance?”That reminded Phule of how tired his own eyes were. Leaning back, he massaged
his temples gently with his fingertips.“Talk to me, Beek. I’ve been staring at these files so long
they’re starting to run together in my head. Take it from the top and give me your thoughts.”The
butler frowned as he mentally organized his own reactions to the assignment. It was far from the
first time that his employer had asked for his opinion on key matters, though there was never any
doubt as to who had the final responsibility for any action or decisions. Still, Beeker was gratified
to know that Phule respected his counsel enough to ask for it from time to time.“The settlement
on Haskin’s Planet is self-sufficient and numbers about one hundred thousand,” he began slowly.
“That in itself has little to do with our assignment, other than the potential of providing us with a



bit of culture on our off-duty hours.“On the surface, the assignment seems simple enough,” he
continued. “Though the mineral content of the swamps on Haskin’s Planet is too low to warrant
full commercial exploitation, there is a handful of individuals who eke out a living by mining those
swamps. There are no major dangers in the native flora and fauna, mind you, but a swamp is a
swamp and hazardous enough that it’s impossible to keep watch and concentrate on mining at
the same time, so the miners banded together and hired a company of Legionnaires to give
them protection while they work.”Beeker pursed his lips and paused before launching into the
next portion of his summary.“To make the job even easier, pressure from various environmental
groups requires that the miners only work the swamp one day a week … and that within strict
limitations. As an aside, though it’s never stated in so many words, I suspect the assignment is
actually of a duo nature: guarding the miners and policing them to be sure they remain within the
environmental guidelines. Whatever the case may be, the Legionnaires are actually only
required to stand duty once a week … which I consider to be the first sign of serious trouble.
While it may sound like easy duty, I suspect that having that much free time on their hands is not
a good thing for the Legionnaires posted there.”“Which brings us to the subject of the
Legionnaires,” Phule said grimly.The butler nodded. “Quite so. It has never been a secret that
with its open-door policy, the Legion is made up, to a large extent, of criminals who choose the
service as a preferable alternative to incarceration. After examining the personnel files of your
new command, however, one is forced to assume that this outpost has more than the expected
percentage of … um …”“Hard cases?”“No. It goes beyond that,” Beeker corrected. “Even without
reading between the lines, it becomes obvious that the company can be divided into two major
groups. One, as you note, is comprised of those rougher elements who do not take easily to
military life, regardless of what they signed on enlistment. The second group is at the other
extreme. If anything, they are pacifistic by nature or choice—a trait which also makes them
difficult or impossible to absorb into a normal military structure. I think, however, it is necessary
to note that apparently all of your new command falls into one or the other of those groups. In
short, it’s my considered opinion that you’ve been assigned to a force comprised entirely of …
well, losers and misfits, for lack of better titles.”“Myself included. Eh, Beeker?” Phule smiled
wryly.“It would appear that you are viewed as such in certain quarters,” the butler said with
studied indifference.Phule stretched his limbs.“I agree with your analysis, Beek, except for one
thing.”“Sir?”“When you refer to them as falling into one of two groups … I’m not seeing any of the
cohesion necessary for a group, either in the categories you mentioned or in the company itself.
It’s a cluster of individuals with no real sense of ‘group’ or of ‘belonging.’”“I stand corrected.
‘Group’ was simply a convenient label.”Phule was leaning forward now, his eyes bright despite
his obvious fatigue.“Convenient labels are a trap, Beek. One I can’t afford to fall into. As near as I
can tell, convenient labels are what got the bulk of the personnel transferred into this company
as … what did you call them?”“Losers and misfits, sir.”“That’s right, losers and misfits. I’ve got to
mold them into a group, a cohesive unit, and to do that I’ve got to see them as individuals first.
People, Beeker! It always comes down to people. Whether we’re talking business or the military,



people are the key!”“Of course, you realize, sir, that not everyone in your command falls under
the category of ‘people,’” the butler commented pointedly.“You mean the nonhumans? That’s
right, I’ve got three of them. What are they? Let’s see …”“Two Sinthians and a Volton. That is,
two Slugs and a Warthog.”“I’ll have none of that, Beeker.” Phule’s voice was sharp. “Species slurs
are the worst kind of convenient label, and I won’t tolerate it … not even from you, not even in
jest. Whoever they are, whatever they are, they’re Legionnaires under my command and will be
treated and referred to with proper courtesy, if not respect. Is that clear?”The butler had long
since learned to distinguish between his employer’s occasional irritated temper flares, which
were quickly forgotten, and genuine anger. While he had been previously unaware of this
particular area of sensitivity, he made a mental note of it.“Understood, sir. It won’t happen
again.”Phule relaxed, confident that the matter was settled.“I’ll admit,” he mused, “that of the
three nonhuman species that we’ve made alliances with, I’m surprised to find individuals from
those two species in my command. I suppose it would have been too much to hope for to get a
Gambolt or two.”Beeker almost said “The Cats?” but caught himself in time.“I believe that
members of that species inclined to enlist usually sign onto the Regular Army,” he commented
instead. “In fact, I’ve heard there’s an entire company of them.”“It figures.” Phule grimaced. “With
their combat reflexes and abilities, they can pretty much pick their assignments.”“Certainly a
different breed of … a different caliber material than you’ve been given to work with,” the butler
agreed readily. “Tell me, sir, do you really think you can mold such a … diverse collection of
individuals into an effective unit?”“It’s been done before. Specifically the Devil’s Brigade … the
first Special Service force, which eventually became …”“The Special Forces,” Beeker finished.
“Yes, I’m familiar with the unit. If I might point out, however, that was a joint U.S.-Canadian force.
At the beginning, the Americans provided a motley assortment of rejects and criminals, as
opposed to the Canadians, who donated a crack fighting unit. While you definitely have your
allotment of criminals, I fear you’re lacking the offsetting crack fighting unit to serve as an
example.”“Touché,” Phule laughed easily. “I should know better than to try to reference military
history in front of you, Beeker. Okay. To answer your question, I don’t know if it can be done, or
more to the point, if it can be done by me. I do know I’m going to give it my best shot.”“Which is
all anyone can ask and definitely more than they deserve.” The butler stretched and yawned.
“For now, however, unless there is something else …?”He let the question hang in the air.“Go
ahead and turn in, Beek,” Phule said, reaching for his lap computer. “Sorry to keep you up, but I
appreciate the talk.”Beeker paused, eyeing the terminal.“And yourself, sir? You’ll want to be well
rested when we arrive at Haskin’s Planet.”“Hmmm? Oh. Sure … in a bit. I just want to do a little
checking on who’s who in that settlement. I’d like to know what I’m up against.”The butler shook
his head as he watched Phule hunch over the computer again. He knew all too well the kind of
detail his employer required when researching business rivals—credit checks, educational
background, family, police records—and assumed he’d settle for nothing less in this new
campaign he was undertaking. There would be hours, if not tens of hours, of painstaking work
involved, work begun long after most men would have collapsed from fatigue. Still, he knew it



was pointless to try to cajole or jolly Phule from his chosen path once he was on a roll. All Beeker
could do was to be there to support this extraordinary person when and if he did wobble.
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jon, “Light and Fun. This is the third time I bought this book, my friends keep "forgetting" to return
it (I don't mind, I do the same to their books, but that should tell you something about this fun
little novel).There is a super-diverse cast, including a quiet, Filipino chef named Escrima (Does
your science fiction book have Filipinos in it? I didn't think so. And this guy's a badass) The top
guy is like Bugs Bunny -- he is resourceful and knows how to get out of any kind of trouble
without being invincible or overly smug about it. And he manages to be very likable . The
storytelling is light and fun and addictive, the literary equivalent of eating popcorn. If you like
science fiction and humor that's easy to read, you might as well buy the other books in the
series, you'll want more.”

Christy McFarland, “Slightly dated sci-fi, still a fantastic read. I first read this book in the early
90's, and at the time the tech being referenced was considered to be so "out there" as to be
comfortably "impossible" for the time it was written that one had no trouble with the setting being
"The Future (TM)."Today, though, one can be forgiven for wondering what the big deal is when
the average person has a cell phone that can accomplish what the "Super-Brain" computers are
supposed to do, smart watches are becoming the norm, and as a culture we're actively working
on ways to make hover boards a reality.That being said, this book shows that tech may move on,
but the military AND business will remain the same. I re-read this in less than a day and giggled
just as much as the first time.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Fantastic. One of the best books I've read in a long time!! I've long been
a fan of his Myth Adventures series, but the Phule series is new to me. Absolutely loved it.
Incredible writing.”

Ebook Library Reader, “So frickin funny. Like Military Sci-Fi? Like cross comedy between good
troop, bad troop, common troop, officers (most kinds), money, tourists, civies, and of course
conflict with sneaky endings? You'll love it.”

DTCarr, “Veteran approved!. Been there, done that! I wish my officers had been this good. Love
the mindset of Capt. Jester and his "butler".”

halo1322, “A Great Deployment Coping Mechanism. I love this series, just wish it was all
available on Kindle. It makes deployed living somewhat bearable.... PLEASE!! Release the rest
of this series digitally as soon as possible so that I can read it while I'm away from home and
family.  The story is just too good and helps me deal with not being with my family...Thanks!!”

DrPat, “First of the Phule's Parade. The opening salvo of this mil-SF novel (which is military in
the same sense that M*A*S*H was a Korean war epic) introduces Lieutenant "Scaramouche" of



the Space Legion, a far-flung force of SNAFU-artists who serve under pseudonyms. The
lieutenant has chosen his moniker to reflect his real identity: he is Willard Phule, only heir of the
vast Phule-Proof Munitions fortune. He attempts to seize victory by convincing a pilot to make a
strafing run on a suddenly quiet part of the enemy lines. Unfortunately, the reason for the
enemy's quiet was a secret peace conference, and he has just bombed it.The top brass
punishes Phule by promoting him to Captain, changing his pseudonym to "Jester," and shipping
him off to a distant swamp planet to command Space Legion's Omega Company, supreme
"misfits and losers" culled from a Legion already legendary for such. In this lowly place, from
such "dregs," Phule sets out to remake the company's—and the Space Legion's—image. All it
will take is confidence (and Phule is an artist at it!), and money. He has plenty of both.His
company is sure their new captain is just the latest in a long line of officers with purchased
commissions, feather-bedding the way to higher rank while passing the real work on to
subordinates—or worse, gathering glory at the cost of their troops' lives. They have never
encountered anything like their new commander, who will spend any amount, and go to any
length, to succeed at his plan.What makes this novel so delightful is the wonderful crew of
troops in Phule's Company. The sergeants, Brandy and Chocolate Harry (a cynical Amazon and
a devious biker-turned-supply-sergeant) ride herd on the slobbish crowd of underlings: Sushi,
who may or may not be Yukaza; Do-Wop, a light-fingered petty thief; the non-humans Tusk-anini,
a pacifist giant wart-hogoid, and the Synthians, two small ground-creepers who can't stand each
other; the pathetically-shy Rose, aka "Shrinking Violet," who makes even the confident Phule
feel uncomfortable; and the pugnacious Super-Gnat, whose fierce (if ineffectual) defense of her
short stature lands her in the middle of one brawl after another.Solving one problem after
another in the cleverest way possible (with the help from his butler and amanuensis Beeker),
while shedding puns and literary allusions in every direction, Phule finds a triumphant path to
victory, and brings his company—and Asprin's readers—along for the wild ride!”

Dorcas Gray, “Love it.. When I read the first few pages I had a passing thought of "Flashman" set
in the future. I really enjoyed the book and will read more as they are available - already have the
2nd book. The characters are fun. The story is a amusing. I giggled and outright laughed a few
times. I will be looking at the author's other books now.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. good read very funny”

David Nicol, “great totally fast dispatched. great help to collect the rest of the collectionwould
recommend to all my friends and familyand there cheap and cheerful”

Sarah, “A fun, addictive read. This was recommended to me by a friend after I previously read
the Myth Inc series. I can't wait to read the rest.”

Olivia, “Five Stars. Excellent book and A*****seller”
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